
At 02:32 28/03/2008, you wrote: 
 
    I am addicted to watching "Germany's next topmodel" on Pro7, so is Armin. Our week 
consists of waiting for the show, then watching it and then waiting for it again.. It is 
hilarious! The funniest thing about it is these girls all claim they want to become models 
but then most of them never walked in highheels before! Haha! Have they read the job 
description? Most of them come from German villages and then they send them to New 
York, where they are having the time of their life- it's great! 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for the quick response! I sent them invitation for the RosÃ© party also.. Sorry 
you can`t be here! I think it will be nice, although it is always a risk to make a party in a 
gay disco, like "oh we are artists and now we go to a gay bar" but then it is better than 
most things here in Vienna and they are really great and super-friendly (even women can 
enter!) 
I am now in the sculpture building waiting for a guy to finish copying his crap so I can 
make more flyers and posters for ROSÃ‰, oh god these boys think they own this 
building.. he was really irritated when I said I also have to do something. 
We are going to Budweis on 19th of June, 2 days I think and we won`t stay for the 
opening. 
Tonight we have a class meeting and then we go to Sammlung Essl to see some Leipzig 
painters show... 
There is a fantastic show about Viennese "Kinetismus" at the moment at Wien Museum... 
Did you know that "we" also had an avantgarde and it was almost only girls? Well I 
didn`t.  (they were influenced by Kubism, Futurism, etc... but did something else with it) 
The catalogue is fantastic, i love Erika Klien`s drawings.. It came out of paedagogic / 
teaching children -innovations ideas, so I guess that`s really uncool and art historians 
don`t want to have anything to do with it. plus superstar cubists are better topics maybe... 
These girls Karlinsky, Klien and Ullman looked very cool.. 
well i have to get to 
 
Hello Josephine, 
 
Happy trip to NYC. 
The other day I heard a talk by Joshua Decter accompanied by some great 
images of 90s exhibitions. No they look quite calculated with Calvin Klein 
stuff but I still love the 90s from my distant point of view.. But who can 
still stand Heimo Zobernig works... really annoying. 
 
Armin and me just went to see Chicken Little, very good. Though I don`t want 
to think about it. I think I`ve already forgotten it.. Disney. 
 
Ja why not give my e-mail, though I don`t think I want to be included in a 
students-across-Europe show. That would almost equal me representing Vienna, 



ergh. I am quite happy working very inefficiently and slow on my things and 
getting no attention at all. It keeps the madness away from me for a little 
longer.. 
 
I am quite tired now and going home to eat something before I fall asleep at 
9pm. 
 
In March we are doing an Independent Comics festival with Linda Bilda. It 
will be great! I am working on a comic now. I think I should transform 
Butter into my own comic project for a while.. 
Linda will be doing a talk on feminism. 
 
Ok I hope you keep warm, I will write more soon! 
 
================================== 
 
I am jealous about metal sculpture. I want to make some... 
 
work for the show is going a bit slow. I hope you won't be disappointed in the wrong 
way. We do have a title now - what do you think of this: 
 
Josephine Pryde Sarah Staton 
How They Met 
 
Part 1: Mother and Her House 
Part 2: Sex 
 
1 is at Bleich-Rossi on 9th and 2 is at Senn on 10th. 
 
We are upping - or at least, I am trying to - a small ante on the idea of feminist art as a 
jolly good thing to do, and I am planning to take some photos of two girls called Emma 
in attitudes of maternity. Or perhaps I should change that to modernity, for Chantal. 
There won't be any sex in the other one though - that's just a nod to Madonna. Just have 
to make a lot of decisions quite quickly now about what size the work will be and all that. 
 
It feels good to be trying this out at least, whatever happens to the actual show. The art 
may have to get worse before it gets better this year.... 
 
It's been a nice autumn here, you can see the leaves changing on the trees and there have 
been some cold clear days. Last night there was a new Krebber show in town, with all the 
usual fun of the fair and social stress. 


